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 For several years, the Atlantic Marketing Association has sponsored a music 
and Fine Arts Marketing track at its annual meeting.  Over time this track evolved 
to include the Entertainment field recognizing the integral artistic aspects of movies 
and video games.  Recently, the broad area of fine arts marketing has been recognized 
by the journal of Product and Brand Management which has called for a special issue 
with Professor Carsten Baumgarth of the Berlin School of Economics and Law as the 
guest editor (ama-academics.communityzero.com).  While there are a number of “how 
to” books and readings available to practicing artists (Battenfield 2009; Benun 2001; 
Bhandari 2009; Caplin 1998; Carey 2012; Congdon 2014; Cox 2001; Laing 2006; Peot 
2012), fine arts marketing and, to a large extent, music and entertainment 
marketing, continue to be generally neglected fields of formal inquiry among 
marketing academics.   
 
 Nonetheless, the field of fine arts marketing holds promise for meaningful 
research and theory development in such areas as the structure of the fine arts 
industry and marketplace, fine arts market segmentation, consumer behavior and its 
relation of artistic producer motivations, hedonistic experiences in buyer motivations, 
factors in value assessment, opaque markets, artist brand development, brand 
associations, and the implications of the role of corporate arts sponsorships for 
valuation of artworks.  Moreover, the field of fine arts marketing is one of extremely 
high annual sales value (AMMA 2016; United States Census Bureau 2015) and may 
even play a role in community economic development (The New England Council 
2000; Heath and Reed 2013; De Marchi, Craufurd and Goodwin 1999).  Recognizing 
the importance of the field, the objective of this paper is to stimulate a broader 
discussion of what can be learned from fine arts marketing in practice, how unique 
aspects of arts marketing can contribute to marketing theory, and how marketing 
may contribute to the market success of artists and fine arts marketing 
intermediaries.      
 
Perspectives of Artists May Conflict with Marketing 
 
When considering marketing and art, it is helpful to consider that for some 
artists the idea of marketing and art are anathema as art is considered a sacred act 
of self-expression, while many other artists may welcome support and help as do 
institutions acting as marketing facilitators and intermediaries.  Lee (2005) points 
out that adoption of marketing techniques (and consequent research on effectiveness) 
ignores the fundamental incompatibility of marketing as a thought process and the 
traditional romantic view of the arts. The idealistic view of art as self-expression 
relates to the Marxian concept of alienation of man from his labor (Marx 1966; 
Meszaros 1970; see also Marx 1961 regarding market value) and ties also to 
Hirshman’s (1984) concept of the artist entering into exchange with himself or 
herself.  If one accepts that marketing is consumer focused, rather than producer 
focused (Kotler 2003; Bagozzi 1975), the problem is readily apparent.  In one view, 
the artist produces artworks as a means of self-expression of social or hedonistic 
experiences, whereas in another view artists and arts organizations perform roles 
and hold self-images closer to “free-professionals” (lawyers, doctors, teachers) to 
whom the client (potential buyer) comes for the specialist’s knowledge that the client 
lacks.  For this reason, much of the application of marketing has been at the tactical 
level presumably applicable across otherwise disparate groups.  However, it remains 
legitimate to question whether the traditional view of marketing focusing on 
customer satisfaction and customer needs is adequate or even appropriate for the 
field of fine arts in which the producer’s motivations may be more complex and 
personal than financial profit.   
 
In fine arts communities, there is often strong opposition to a traditional 
marketing view due to beliefs of many in the industry that there are social, 
philosophical and moral dimensions to artworks that are necessarily violated and 
diminished by appeals for wide popularity.  The divide over greater appeal vs “true 
art” is apparent within the arts production community (Schell 1995) quite apart from 
direct recourse to marketing tactics.  For example, there are questions of authenticity 
of the artist’s motivations as illustrated by debates over the status of classical music 
vs. rock vs. jazz vs. “popular music,” comparisons of Hirst vs. Rembrandt vs. Kinkade, 
and the decline in “critical” appreciation for art works that achieve popular acclaim 
or high sale prices (see for instance, Gage 2012).  As the non-specialist consumer of 
culture becomes more salient in attracting financial and media support, often the 
specialist community becomes less supportive.  Therefore, a key question is what are 
the goals of artists and arts organizations and do how the traditional marketing 
orientation and traditional marketing practices fit with those goals (Thach 2013).  A 
further research and theory development question is “what would be a better 
marketing orientation and what marketing practices would best fit fine arts 
marketing in which the product itself fulfills the producers goal but its continued 
production depends on financial profit through marketplace sales?”   
 
The Structure of the Fine Arts Marketplace 
 
The Marshall-Forrest (2011) model of the fine arts marketplace raises many 
questions regarding the need to document and verify the roles of artistic factors, 
product factors, marketing facilitators, and marketing intermediaries in the 
valuation of fine artworks and the development of the artist as a brand.  For several 
modern artists, the development of the artist as a brand also involved the 
development of Celebrity status.  Celebrity status itself may enhance value (Kotler 
and Stoller 1997).  Of particular importance would be further studies into how 
marketing facilitators and intermediaries establish value for fine artworks under the 
considerations of an opaque market (Thach and Marshall 2016; Fisher 2013).  These 
intermediaries include the obvious as in dealers and agents, and the less obvious 
including institutions, academics, reviewers, and site vendors.  To this end, and given 
the state of the field, it would be appropriate for marketing academics to institute an 
aggressive program of both historical and contemporary case studies.  Several such 
studies do exist including Alpers’ (1988) examination of Rembrandt, Desborde’s 
(2014) and Desborde and Marshall’s (2016) studies of Picasso, Desborde’s (2013) 
review of the French Impressionists, and Fitzgerald’s (1995), Jensen’s (1994), and 
Watson’s (1992) reviews of the development of Modernism, among others (Garton 
2012; Medford 2014; Morrison (2011); Naumann 1996a,b; Russell 1999; Schroeder 
2002; Simpson 1986). 
 
 Institutions such as museums, universities, galleries, corporations, etc. (non-
profit and for-profit) are both buyers and sellers and actively serve as intermediaries 
legitimating and promoting works of art (Staniszewski 1994, 1998, 2001; Kawashima 
2012; PC Magazine 2014; Kotler and Kotler 1997).  This raises interesting issues 
regarding the complicated nature of intermediaries in arts markets.  These 
institutions are important in the education of consumers, validation and valuation of 
artifacts, and historical research.  At the same time, institutions are engaged in 
marketing themselves in various ways for both support (donors, season tickets, 
memberships) and influence.  How are conflicting marketing goals resolved, and what 
marketing strategies and tactics best fit the fine arts? 
 
Consumer and Producer Motivations and Market Segmentation 
 
One key area for research consideration is the potential to segment fine arts markets 
by consumer (as opposed to institutional buyer) motivations and the relationship 
between consumer and producer motivations.  This theory and research track might 
begin with Dewey on Art as Experience (1934) and Hirshman’s (1984) work on 
aesthetics and the marketing concept and her suggestion that in some cases the artist 
is engaging in marketing exchange with him- or herself, and anthropological studies 
of how esthetic cultural values and symbols are socially created and assigned value 
(Ohmann 1996).  Additional research questions in this area are suggested by 
comparisons of the careers of now famous artists such as Rembrandt and Van Gogh 
(Desborde and Marshall 2015, 2016).  Additional attention must be directed toward 
serious (assuming that this could be defined with a reasonable degree of consensus) 
artists using new technologies for promoting and distributing their work (Forrest, 
Marshall and Piper 2014) as well as the increasing importance of fairs for both 
artifact and attendance sales.  Regarding market segmentation based on buyer 
motivations, consideration might be given to how products are selected by influential 
institutions, collectors, and purchasers for aesthetic enjoyment or as representatives 
of a movement in art or of an artist.  
 
Authenticity, Art and the Market vs. the Marketing of Art 
 
Both artists and many arts patrons are concerned with the importance of authenticity 
in the creation and presentation of art.  While the idea of “not a forgery” is part of the 
plastic arts history, the contemporary use of the term derives from existentialism and 
can refer to both the faithfulness of an artwork in expressing the inner vision of the 
artist unconstrained or influenced by history or the work of others and the 
relationship of this truthfulness to an audience (Dutton, 2003; Newman and Bloom 
2012; Harrison and Wood 1993).   The two meanings, the nominal and the expressive, 
are both significant in the presentation and marketing of art.  Perceptions and proofs 
of authenticity affect market prices, but also reputation, social acceptance, and social 
acceptability or the artist and the intermediary.  This last, acceptability, comes from 
the arguments over cultural appropriation, thematic borrowings, and questions of 
ownership in general.  Authenticity also affects performance art in myriad ways—
staging, instrumentation, language and translation—are just a few.  Currently, the 
arguments about audience authenticity have gone beyond the idea of museum display 
distortion, to the problem of ubiquity of styles and images (D’Ambrose 2016).  A 
fundamental research question would be how these diverse aspects of authenticity 
influence marketability across segments, and the strategic position of an artist, 
intermediary, or facilitator. 
 
Technology and the Changing Notion of Art and its Purposes 
 
One recurring issue in the field of fine arts is reproducibility, and this continues to be 
a factor in value, appreciation, and authenticity (Moeran 2012).  In some 
circumstances, reproductions may be valued (prints, lithographs, etc.) and in other 
circumstances reproductions are not only “not highly valued,” they may be viewed as 
signs of latent (or not so latent) lack of taste (see, for example, Dwight McDonald 
(1962) and his many followers).  Also, in some cases wide distribution of reproductions 
(properly represented) may add market value to the original due to reproduction sales 
stimulating and reflecting popular acclaim.  Similar issues may apply to music and 
other forms of entertainment.  For example, the advent of recordings altered the 
perceptions of music and the differences between live, live recording, and studio 
recording.  Opera is now broadcast in theaters as well as radio.  Today, high quality 
copying of recorded music and videos can erode the ability to sell tangible artifacts 
while wide distribution of intangible artifacts builds the artist’s or performer’s brand 
and fan base, thus enhancing concert market value.  
 
 Museum holdings are presented on internet, CDs and television.  High quality 
reproductions are available and sold even by arts organizations.  Whether a 
transition similar to that of music will be made for plastic arts is an open question.  
Books are now published increasingly by authors as well as publishers and book 
purveyors.  Originally thought to apply only to those that could not find a publisher 
and editor, that is changing.  Musicians are less likely to be financed, marketed and 
“owned” by recording companies.  How does all this change the art, the artist, the 
audience, and the types of intermediaries that will go and those that will come?  
Related is the need for formal evaluations of approaches to the use of the internet 
and related social media for the promotion of artists themselves (Quesenberry 2008). 
 
Who “Owns” It and for How Long? 
 
Legal ownership of art (as intellectual property) is complicated and the legal issues 
affect how art is marketed, how it is used, and the financial benefits and costs (Cotter 
2006; Faulk 2016; Petri 2014; Smith 2013; Schultz 2010).  Possibly, the three 
thorniest issues are the idea of national patrimony, artist vs. buyer/institution, and 
establishing ownership and ownership rights. 
 
 National governments have long attempted to control the discovery, sale, and 
return of items considered as essential property of the “commons” (Burnham 1975a,b; 
American Association of Museums 1998).  Archeologists, historians, and museum 
directors have all weighed in on these debates as well.  Complicating the arguments 
are whether the ancient art was produced by those currently living in the same 
territory, the protection of art in unstable or war environments, and the sharing of 
art rather than massive warehousing.  Both institutional holdings and individual 
buyers are affected by these issues with large amounts of money often involved 
(Smith 2013, Cotter 2006). 
 
 The question of ultimate ownership is also complex.  For single copy artifacts, 
generally the buyer owns the object but all IP rights are retained by the artist unless 
these are sold.  National laws, however, do differ on what those rights are and what 
constitutes public domain (Petri 2014).  Courts in many places are hearing arguments 
about photography, digital manipulation, fair use of images, and reproduction rights.  
Allied to this are royalty payments for scripts and scores as well as videos of live 
performance, broadcasts, and “unauthorized” recordings and photos. 
 
 Finally, World War II brought issues of ownership and conquest to prominence 
and the resolution of ownership is still in courts today.  Although various laws were 
passed which were supposed to protect the rights of previous art owners (both 
individual and institutional), various arts institutions have been among the fiercest 
offenders in denying return, with both Dutch and Austrian museums frequently cited.  
There are also questions about restitution and repayment for those in a chain of 
ownership claims who made all good faith efforts but now serve to simply lose large 
amounts as original owners are awarded their property.  There are also those who 
argue that poverty or war may bring about sales of family property with little support 
for alternative forms of support for maintaining ownership such as special loan funds, 
museum fees for lending, etc.  Finally, art investment funds (Comunian 2009) now 
mean that many multiples of “owners” exist and disputed rights on those loom ahead.  




As noted in the introduction, this objective of this paper was to stimulate broad based 
discussions as to how research into fine arts marketing may contribute to the 
expansion of marketing theory as well as the application of appropriate marketing 
principles and practices to aid artists and art related institutions in market success.  
In doing so we have briefly touched on a wide variety of topics and have provide 
references and recommended sources for further study.  In this way, we hope to have 
encouraged other marketing academics to explore this unusual field that challenges 
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Relevance to Marketing Educators, Researchers, and Practitioners: 
 
This paper serves as a starting point for identifying research lacuna in the field of 
fine arts marketing with the intent of stimulating academic researchers to 
systematically explore the structure of the fine arts industry, consumer and buyer 
behavior associated with the fine arts, the characteristics of opaque markets as 
exhibited in fine arts pricing and distribution, and the role of artist branding in fine 
arts valuation, among other potential research topics the exploration of which would 
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